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Event Hosts:

Jonathan Landon
President and Founder,
Connectiv Innovation
Thought-leaders and practitioners who work at the intersection of
disruptive innovation.
In founding the company Jonathan is fulfilling a personal mission to
make a tangible difference in the effectiveness of Canadian
innovation.
Prior to Connectiv, Jonathan held several senior-level leadership positions at KimberlyClark for 20+ years, including several years as Global Head of IT Strategy, & Innovation.
Jonathan has implemented innovative technology in over 50 countries and played key
leadership roles in a diverse range of projects ranging from starting up a business in
China to divesting a $2 Billion global Health Care business.
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Lai-King Hum
Founder & Principal Lawyer
Hum Law Firm
Lai-King Hum is known for expertise in all areas of workplace law.
Her practice encompasses employment law, human rights,
professional regulation, mediation and litigation. In addition to her
practice, Lai is a Deputy Judge in the Small Claims Court of the
Superior Court of Justice in Toronto. She is also one of three Discrimination and
Harassment Counsel in the Discrimination and Harassment Counsel Program, a service
funded by the Law Society of Ontario.
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Shail Paliwal
Co-Founder / President,
3LEAF Premium Edibles
Shail is a co-founder of 3Leaf, a company developing and
marketing premium-branded all natural edibles in California. Prior
to 3Leaf, Shail has been involved early, and held C-level positions,
with several start-ups in the technology industry. Three of the
technology companies he was involved with were acquired. He
also serves on the Board of Directors of two non-profit
organizations, serving youth and young adults; Shail has also coached and been involved
in minor league sports for many years. Shail is a graduate of Carleton University in
Ottawa, and a CPA.
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Mary Chong
Co-Founder,
Revelo Bikes
2016 ACCE Most Innovative Award
Mary Chong is the Co-founder of Revelo Bikes, an award-winning
company that applies innovation and superior design to create e -bikes
as a solution to the challenges of urban mobility and transportation.
Revelo e-bikes are some of the lightest ever and are kind to the
environment. Henry designed them from the ground up to be compact, chainless, ultra portable and intuitive to ride. The e-bikes are small, but yet robust on and off road, and
fun to ride. They have the ease of a scooter but are road -legal as an electric bike.
The Revelo e-bikes have mass global appeal and are currently being used all over the
world, including North American cities, and in Amsterdam, and Shenzhen.
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Maurice Wong
Partner
LumiDesign Inc.
2016 ACCE Award of Merit
LumiDesign Founded by Maurice Wong in 2009, LumiDesign is a
designer and manufacturer of residential and commercial lighting that
specializes in backlit mirrors, mirrors with TV, and custom lighting
fixtures targeting the architecture and design community.
Lumidesign’s products can be found in Canada’s leading hotels such as the Shangri -La
and Hilton, tourist attractions such as the CN Tower, casinos restaurants, businesses like
Mark’s Work Wearhouse and GoodLife Fitness, as well as in airport terminals,
condominiums and luxury homes. They have also been featured on HGTV, the Marilyn
Denis Show, Sing Tao newspaper, as well as numerous other newspapers and magazines.
Lumidesign is located in Richmond Hill, Ontario, and its products are proudly
manufactured in Canada. Significant investments in sandblasting technology and
increased automation have kept Lumidesign ahead of the competition and allowed the
company to double its sales in the last year.
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